was concluded to be the cause of photodegradation, inevitably leading to release of volatile species.
3. The proposed remedy was to avoid using MA + in perovskite formulation, due to the high release of volatile organic species. They proposed that degradation can be alleviated to a significant extent by filtering out highenergy wavelengths (UV filtering).
In contrast, Juarez-Perez et al. 2 found that, 1. Gas products of two simultaneous paths of degradation are observed at temperatures as low as 60 • C, namely, the detrimental and irreversible release of CH 3 I + NH 3 , and the benign reversible release of CH 3 NH 2 + HI.
2. There was no observed photon energy threshold for MAPbI 3 degradation. Unlike the PbI 2 sample, MAPbI 3 does not have a wavelength ceiling above which gaseous products cease to be released by photodecomposition. Volatile organic release from MAPbI 3 is a temperaturecontrolled process. The experimental demonstration of this fact is that CH 3 I, NH 3 , CH 3 NH 2 , HI and I 2 m/z molecular peaks are observed during on-off, lowtemperature heating pulses even in the dark.
3. Hybrid halide perovskite materials undergo dynamic processes of formation and decomposition at photovoltaic operational temperatures. Therefore, the presence of organic MA + undergoing irreversible degradation (CH 3 I + NH 3 ) in hybrid halide perovskite formulations has to be minimized, if not completely suppressed. Encapsulation of the device is necessary not only to avoid contact with humid ambient air, but also to prevent leakage of unavoidably released volatile products, such as I 2 .
An explanation for the lack of detection of CH 3 I Tentatively, we attribute the lack of CH 3 I detection by MS methods in the work of Song et al. 1 to three fundamental details in their experimental design.
a) Faraday cup or electron multiplier detector?
Song et al. 1 did not mention in their Experimental Section what kind of detector they used for the MS experiments. However, we assume (because we used exactly the same MS equipment) that a Faraday cup detector was used to collect the data shown in their Figure S2 , in view of the absolute background partial pressure recorded and shown in log scale. Probably, one of the causes (but not the only one) of the failure to detect CH 3 I was the use of the Faraday cup detector, which has lower sensitivity than the electron-multiplier type detector optionally incorporated in this MS equipment model. Nonetheless, the Faraday cup is the standard detector used in this MS equipment. c) Distance between sample and gas collection input stream for the MS.
The distance between sample position and the gas collection point for the mass spectrometer is critical during MS measurements. In our work, we placed the sample as close as possible to the gas collection input (∼1 cm) because i) only by this means could the entire spectrum of gaseous products released (CH 3 NH 2 , HI, CH 3 I, NH 3 and I 2 ) be clearly observed and ii) a more nearly instantaneous response between applied stimuli and MS detection was obtained. 2 It seems plausible that the long delay required for molecule detection in the work of Song et al. 1 reflects the distance between the sample and the gas collection point of the equipment ( Figure S1 in Song et al. 1 ).
In fact, the delayed maximum peak of CH 3 NH 2 relative to HI could be attributed to different molecular gas diffusivity, unrelated to the perovskite degradation process. Therefore, the MS detector used, sample mass and distance to collection could hinder to identify the key compound CH 3 I for full understanding of the photo-, thermal-decomposition of MAPbI 3 perovskite at working temperatures (< 85 • C).
Hot carrier or thermally driven process? The origin of degradation in hybrid halide perovskite.
In contrast with Song et al. 1 where high energy photons are assumed responsible for the photodegradation, Juarez-Perez et al. 2 found that decomposition-release is likely a thermally induced process. Figure 1 shows selected m/z scans extracted from the contour plot in Figure 2 of Juarez-Perez et al. 2 , with sample temperatures recorded during heating cycles in the dark. It is an experimental demonstration that the release of such species is not necessarily a hot carrier-induced decomposition.
The problem is that Song et al. 1 did not report simultaneous sample temperature recordings during their illumination tests. Sample temperature is affected during irradiation measurements depending on the optical filters applied. It could be inferred that low sample temperature could potentially explain the threshold observed when filtering out high photon energy below <395 nm. Hot carrier-induced degradation is not discarded as the origin of degradation during illuminated experiments. However, it is obviously problematic to ascribe the release of theses gases to hot carrier-induced degradation when such gases are observed heating the sample under dark conditions.
Other remarks CH 3 I and NH 3 are not exclusively high-temperature decomposition products of MAPbI 3
Song et al. 1 mentioned that "Interestingly, the photodegradation products of MAPbI 3 differ from thermal degradation in which CH 3 I and NH 3 were detected at above 300 • C by MS measurements", citing our early work in regard to TG-DTA/MS-coupled tandem experiments. 3 Song et al. 1 concluded that CH 3 I could be only observed during hightemperature degradation. However, CH 3 I was already observed at relatively low temperature in such work (see Supporting Information in Juarez-Perez et al. 3 ). In fact, one problem that we encountered there was that the Faraday cup detector was working at its limit of detection. At that time, we resolved the problem by using low-temperature cyclic ramps instead of constant low temperatures. Only then did the CH 3 I m/z signal follow the low temperature cycles, inferring CH 3 I release. Nonetheless, our subsequent work used the electron multiplier detector for increased sensitivity in MS experiments (Juarez-Perez et al. 2 ). Then, we were able to reliably mea- sure all volatiles released at low temperature (Figure 1 ), and the CH 3 I/CH 3 NH 2 molecular ratio of released volatiles was quantified (2-12%) at low-temperature (35 -85 • C) in the dark. Therefore, CH 3 I is not exclusively high-temperature de-composition product of MAPbI 3 . However, temperature determines the CH 3 I/CH 3 NH 2 ratio observed.
Why is the degradation reaction releasing CH 3 I + NH 3 so important to long-term stability required for MA based photovoltaic cells?
The matters discussed above are critical because of the irreversible degradation of MA/I-based perovskite is produced via the CH 3 I + NH 3 route. 2, 3 Contrarily, the reaction involving CH 3 NH 2 + HI release is an evaporation-like decomposition that is totally reversible to form back perovskite. There would be no degradation problems with CH 3 NH 2 + HI release in encapsulated devices. In fact, MAPbI 3 can be synthesized from PbI 2 under sequential or simultaneous exposure to HI and CH 3 NH 2 gases. 4 On the other hand, the CH 3 I + NH 3 decomposition route is not reversible back to MAI. The mere existence of the CH 3 I + NH 3 decomposition path is the cause by which the organic cation MA + would be completely depleted in the long term while Le Chatelier's Principle attempts to restore chemical equilibrium.
A word of caution inferring release of I 2 from only the 127 m/z MS trace Song et al. 1 assigned the 127 m/z ratio to molecular iodine release. Certainly, it corresponds to the half I 2 molecule and this fragment is observed when there is I 2 release. However, we encountered a situation in which we observed the 127 m/z ratio, but no 254 m/z. This counterexample corresponds to true, induced photodegradation of PbI 2 using irradiation wavelengths below its band-gap or low-temperature heating under dark conditions. Under dark conditions, only the 127 m/z ion is observed. A more detailed description of this experiment can be found in the Supplementary Information of Juarez-Perez et al. 2 . In regard to the degradation of MAPbI 3 , the observation of an ion at 127 m/z can be ascribed to I 2 release (see for example 254 and 127 m/z traces in Figure 1 ). Notably, Song et al. 1 inferred the release of I 2 (254 m/z) by tracking the abundant signal corresponding to the 127 m/z ion. However, the Stanford Research System RGA 300 mass spectrometer equipment is able to detect masses as high as 300 m/z. We suspect that the 254 m/z I 2 peak was not detected because of the low sample mass.
A new stability quantifier parameter for mixed perovskites.
Despite no full determination of composition of all gases released by MS, one of the most interesting insights reported by Song et al. 1 is the quantitative observation of smaller amounts of organic species released from pristine formamidiniumbased perovskite and ternary mixed perovskites including Cs + cations compared to full MA-based perovskite. This low gas release signature property seems interesting for quantification purposes on relative stability of mixed hybrid perovskite formulations. In principle, the full compositional space of hybrid perovskite (including organic/inorganic A site cations, mixed halides, dopings and recently considering mixed 2D/3D perovskite compositions) is being too broad to explore blindly, so a priori stability quantifiers are interesting for accelerating the gathering of optimal compositions in arbitrarily mixed hybrid perovskites (see for example García-Fernández et al. 5 ).
